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It defines who you are. It is unique just like you. It
evolves just like all of us. It’s a part of you. It’s your
staple, your trademark. It’s important.
“You don’t have to be great to start somewhere,
but you have to start somewhere to be great.”
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We put this Signature line together to offer Canadian
hunters and sport shooters alike the opportunity to
get a taste of la crème de la crème. When you hold
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one of our creations, you get a first-hand experience
of the result of hours of thinking, tinkering and
enhancing to bring you what we feel are some of the
best firearm configurations in Canada.

You asked. We delivered.

AVALANCHE

left view

The varmints won’t see it coming much like
an avalanche coming down the mountain.
BREAK UP THE PACK AND GET YOURSELF AN AVALANCHE.

Durable, white Cerakote™
finish, able to withstand anything
nature throws at it.

Pillar-bedded stock, high-end performance
in an affordable package

Free-floated 22” barrel, 1:14” twist,
guarantees maximum accuracy.

CrossFire™ trigger system, user
adjustable to suit your preferences.

783 AVALANCHE
This white scoped combo was designed
with harsh Northern winters in mind. It’s not

22-250

Chambered in 22-250,
perfect for any varmint.

dressed to impress, it’s dressed for work. It’s
Features a 4 round, steel detachable
magazine with steel latch.

a tool. Engineered with precision, it puts
every round where you point it. Every time.
It will never sleep in. Never show weakness.
The perfect balance between concealment
and accuracy. It is built to hunt.
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Hard case provided so you
don’t have to leave your
Avalanche out in the cold.

WATCHDOG

left view

The 783 Watchdog is guaranteed to
offer years of loyal service without
ever asking for anything in return.
Introducing man’s NEW best friend.
MDT 783 LSS Chassis System,
improving accuracy and giving
superior ergonomics.

20” barrel, 1:10” twist.

Harris 6”-9” bipod
(with swivel), for
rock-solid stability.
Magpul® MOE® grip and MOE® stock,
provides positive control and comfort.

Magpul® AICS-compatible 5-round PMAG®,
reliability and performance you’d expect
from Magpul® round after round.

783 WATCHDOG
A perfect blend of reliability and functionality. The Remington ® Model 783,
well-known for its affordable precision,
CrossFire™ trigger system, user
adjustable to suit your preferences.

.308

Chambered in .308 Win,
the perfect balance of low
recoil, power, and precision.

fits naturally in this lightweight tactical
chassis. The Watchdog, always there
when you need it.

Hard case provided so
that your loyal companion
has a place to stay.
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URBAN TAC

left view

Escape your Urban Jungle and aim for the
bush. It’s time to drop big game with
style and hit them with your city flair.

Warne one-piece tactical rail, solid steel
construction for strong and true mounting.

Durable satin black oxide metal finish,
low glare and durable.

20“ heavy profile barrel,
1:12” twist, agile in the bush.
Remington® Model 700,
trusted bolt action platform
for all sport shooters.

700 URBAN TAC
This rifle is built for Tac-driving accuracy
with

a

20”

heavy-contour

tactical-style

barrel. The H-S Precision composite stock
features an aluminum block bedding that
facilitates
H-S Precision composite stock with
a full-length aluminum bedding block,
rock-solid and pleasant to the touch.

sure

handling

and

.308

Chambered in .308 Win,
one of the world’s most
respected calibers.

increases

accuracy by free-floating the barrel. Make
your shots count.
Hard case, just in case.
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LITTLE
BEAVER

left view

“Size doesn’t matter” : the old proverb
couldn’t be more accurate.

Mesa Tactical™ Urbino® stock,
positive control and comfortable
cheek weld shot after shot.

Mesa Tactical™ SureShell® polymer
carrier, back-up ammunition.

Magpul® fore-end, rugged
performance, ergonomic grip and
M-LOK™ compatible.

Factory 14” barrel with
bead sight, rare-find on
the Canadian market

Wilson Combat one-shot magazine
extension, for seamless looks
and extra shot capability.

870 LITTLE BEAVER
Don’t let the size fool you ; this little package is fully loaded and ready to rumble.
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Chambered in 12 gauge,
for the big kids.

14 inches of pure fun just waiting to be
Wilson Combat oversized safety,
for high-stress situations
or when wearing gloves.

unleashed. These hand-assembled little
treasures are part of a personal reserve
and may never be seen again in this
original configuration. Don’t miss the
opportunity to snatch up a Little Beaver.

Hard case provided
to get your beaver the
dam it deserves.
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TRIGGER HAPPY

left view

When there is no compromise to having
fun, satisfy your itchy finger with a
Trigger Happy. Whatcha waitin’ for, get
your finger in there!

Remington® Model 870, world’s most
sold pump action shotgun, ever.

26” barrel with Modified RemChoke®,
practical length for various applications.
Rugged polymer synthetic stock
and fore end, maximum protection
wherever you may be.

5-shot magazine extension,
10+1 loads of shooting pleasure.

870 TRIGGER HAPPY
More steel hits the ground in the making
of a Model 870 than you’ll find butt to
bore in the slapped-together aluminum
wannabes on the market. Machining each
Receiver machined from a single block of
solid steel, nothing else needs to be said.

Chambered in 12 gauge,
more bang for your buck.

receiver from a single 8 ½ pound billet
of steel is a painstaking process, but well
worth the result, the strongest, smoothest
and most reliable pump shotgun ever built.
Now available in a Canadian-compliant,
11 shot capacity.
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12

Hard case provided
to carry your happiness
from place to place.

TAILOR

left view

It’s not the size of the bat that
determines how hard you hit the ball.
The 870 Tailor offers you full size
power with compact comfort.
Rugged polymer synthetic stock and fore end,
maximum protection wherever you may be.

Receiver machined from a single block
of solid steel, unlike any other.
26” barrel with removable modified RemChoke®,
practical length for various applications.

870 TAILOR
For those looking for a more tailored fit
3 ½” Super Magnum chamber,
to reach out and touch ‘em.

we’ve put together a special configuration
built for your needs. With a reduced length
of pull and Super Magnum capability,
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Chambered in 12 gauge,
ultimate versatility.

this is the “one shotgun to do it all”.
This pump-action boom stick features a
non-glare matte finish on all exterior
Reduced (1”) length of pull stock,
snug and comfortable fit.

metalwork

and

an

all-weather

synthetic stock and fore-end.

black

Hard case provided
to protect your beloved
investment.
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RANGE RUNNER

left view

Designed to excel. Engineered to win.
Built to dominate. The rest is up to you.

Radian weapons charging handle,
fit and function for everyone.

Midwest Industries 15”
M-LOK™ free float handguard,
super slim with endless
possible configurations.

Lancer Nitrous Compensator,
multiple “tunable” exhaust jets
allow you to manipulate recoil
to perfectly suit your needs.

Lancer Adaptive Magwell, filling
the orifice has never been easier.

Magpul® STR® stock, comfort
and storage together at last.

Odin Works 16”, 1:8” twist,
.223 Wylde chamber ; safely fires
.223 and 5.56mm ammunition.

Magpul® MIAD® grip, for positive
control and adaptability.

RANGE RUNNER
Talon ambidextrous safety,
45/90 degree option for
the most natural selection.

We’ve taken the guesswork out of your
build and put together FOR YOU an out of
the box package ready to own the range.

.223
5.56

Chambered in .223/5.56,
the best of both worlds.

When you’re running this on the range,
the competition simply won’t be able to
Magpul® 30/5 round M2 PMAG®
included, legendary performance
that will never let you down.
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catch up to you. One step ahead, every
step of the way.

Hard case included
for peace of mind.

MIGHTY NAPOLEON
Loaded with attitude and ambition,

AAC Blackout® Flashhider, custom
looks with undeniable efficiency.

it’s time to let the lead out.

AAC Squaredrop 8” free
float handguard, KeyMod™
compatible, AAC reliable.

Radian weapons charging handle,
when function is critical.

Tiger Rock 7.5” barrel,
1:7” twist, because less is more.

Magpul® 30/5 round M2 PMAG®
included, legendary performance
that will never let you down.

Magpul® MOE® SL™ stock,
slim and sleek can`t be beat.

MIGHTY NAPOLEON
Why be just a general when you can be an
Magpul® MOE® K-2® grip, with a more
vertical grip angle that brings the primary
hand in closer to the shooters body.

Emperor ? The Mighty Napoleon is for the
shooter who wants to make one hell of a

.223
5.56

Chambered in .223/5.56,
for equal opportunity
blasting.

bang at the range. This 7.5” Short Barreled
Rifle is one true force to be reckoned with.
Expect exceptional performance from this
notable little package.

Hard case to keep this
little general safe and
sound.
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Selected brands

REMINGTON ®
Model 870. Model 700. Model 783. Remington ® flagships
within an impressive fleet of firearms used by hunters,
sport shooters, military and law enforcement agencies
alike. With such a strong foundation, it was easy for us to
be inspired and come up with unique, custom variants for
the Canadian market.

BUSHMASTER ®
Quality. Reliability. Accuracy. Durability. Value. No wonder
we decided to add some Bushmaster products in our lineup. Choosing their components for our AR platforms was
just as natural as breathing.

DPMS
DPMS Firearms, LLC is located in St. Cloud, Minnesota and
currently ranks as the second largest manufacturer of AR15 rifles* trailing only behind Bushmaster ®. These firearms
and patented accessories are currently in use worldwide by
law enforcement agencies, military personnel and civilians.

AAC
Advanced Armament Corp. Superb design combining
sleek looks and flawless performance. Since we wanted recoil and muzzle flash to be a thing of the past, Advanced
Armament Corporation products made the cut.

MESA TACTICAL™
When our planners came up with the idea of a tactical
shotgun. Mesa Tactical™ ended up being the indisputable
choice : quality polymer and aluminum tactical shotgun enhancements that have been field-proven throughout the
years.

RADIAN WEAPONS
(formerly AXTS Weapons Systems). Precision machining.
Lifetime warranty. Impeccable finish. The adaptability,
ease-of-use and installation of their components made it a
simple decision to add these quality products to our Signature Series.

MAGPUL ®
Let’s face it : Magpul is a synonym of quality. Pushing the
boundaries, offering the best products with continued
innovation is perfectly in-tune with our own philosophy.

PHASE 5™
Meticulously fabricated components to meet specific
needs. That’s how Phase 5™ got started. To solve a specific problem with a custom solution. Their products are here
to solve YOUR needs.
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GRAVEL AGENCY INC.
5175 JOHN-MOLSON, QUEBEC, QC, G1X 3X4, CANADA

BRINGING WHAT’S BEST TO CANADA.
One year warranty on all products with the guarantee
to never let you down, no bullshit.
See our site for full details, www.gravelagency.com
PROUDLY PRINTED IN CANADA
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